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Abstract— This paper  presents a new design of remote laboratory multiuser based embedded web server that is used for the lab microcontroller sys-
tem. Architecture of Remote Lab System consists of a computer server, two experiment module microcontroller system and two embedded web server 
for controlling lab modules. The computer server is used as a web server remote lab that serves as a homepage and user management. Embedded web 
server serves as the user interface to control the lab module microcontroller via the internet. The propose of the system is the remote laboratory archi-
tecture is multi user, so that at the same time can be used by more than one user. The hex files or c codes generated with the help of various client ma-
chine IDE’s (Integrated Development Environment) can be transferred to the server through the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) which in turn pro-
grams the microcontroller attached to Raspberrypi with help of various software tools like avrdude.  
Keywords— ARM, AVR, Embedded server ,PHP,  Raspberrypi. 

——————————      —————————— 

1INTRODUCTION  
Because of the rapid development and expansion in the field 
of internet and microprocessors the application  performed by 
those to the end user also kept on increasing and demanding 
.This project designs on such issues of remotely programming 
microcontrollers, where a prototype of remote lab is setup 
with the help of Raspberrypi   which can program any micro-
controllers attached to it if it is specified and setup properly. 
This paper also comes up with a design solution of an embed-
ded web-based remote monitoring system for the environment 
in the laboratories, which realizes the local management and 
remote publishing applications for large scale dynamic data of 
sensor networks and video images The design proposed in 
this project is expected to answer the issues often raised in the 
implementation of the  remote lab. The remote labs find much 
application in industrial  and educational institutions Its ad 
vantages over  conventional PC servers are explained below: 
Implementation on Embedded Web Server for the remote lab 
will provide advantages like cost effectiveness because the 
required hardware is cheaper when compared to using a PC 
server and   software is built on open source utilities and API’s, 
the power required is very optimum since the system is run-
ning on minimum requirements and the dimension of equip-
ment are also smaller providing easy installation and main-
tenance. 
Remote labs can be multiuser, so that at an instant multiple 
users can log onto to the system and through proper context 
switching all can access the system resources depending on 
processing speed of processor and the number of experimental 
module installed. 

2 LITERATURE SURVEYS 
The embedded web server which can control and monitor  the 
remote devices without any restriction of distance .Also  it 
gives the real time status of the device .The embedded web 
server has the advantages over the traditional  remote moni-

toring system. 

2.1 IOT [internet of Things][1] 
1. The Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as an integrated part 
of the future Internet, which ensures that ‘things’ with identi-
ties can communicate with each other. 
2. IOT will be applied in different areas eg. smart  Cities 
,agriculture  . 
 

2.2 GSM-Bluetooth based remote monitoring system[2]  
1.InGSMBluetooth based remote monitoring system there is 
restriction of distance  
2. But it is not efficient in situations which have strong real 
time requirements 
3.Also in GSM-Bluetooth monitoring system there is no stabili-
ty also its not a real time system . 
 

2.3 PC based  monitoring system[3] 
 Pc based remote monitoring system has drawback high cost 
,unsatisfactory stability and reliability. 
Moreover in the Client/Server architecture, the maintenance 
burden on the server would be heavy because some particular 
monitor software should be installed on each remote monitor 
terminal. In various Internet applications based on client serv-
er architecture, it is better to use embedded WEB server other 
than PC server for decreasing volume, cost and power con-
sumption. 

3SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
A new design of remote laboratory multiuser based embedded 
web server. Architecture of Remote Lab System consists of a 
computer server, two experiment module microcontroller sys-
tem and two embedded web server for controlling lab mod-
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ules. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. General architecture of system 
 
The computer server is used as a web server remote lab that 
serves as a homepage and user management. Embedded web 
server serves as the user interface to control the lab module 
microcontroller via the internet.  The novelty of the system 
proposed is the remote laboratory architecture is multi user.  
The central processing unit is a raspberrypi board consisting 
of ARM cortex A-8 processor The general framework of re-
mote lab can be classified into two. The remote monitoring 
system consisting of various sensors whose calibrated values 
can be published on the server and the expansion board which 

can be programmed remotely which is the Arduino uno in this 
design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Block diagram of system 
 

Burning the .hex codes into the flash memory of the microcon-
troller can be performed through the avrdude tool called ei-
ther through the system call from remote terminal or through 
the php script running on the local device. The avr-dude pro-
vides option for determining the baud rate for writing, bit rate 
if we are using Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) emulators for 
emulation purposes, erasing the flash memory before pro-
gramming in-order to remove the garbage bits set by the pre-
vious program run on the microcontroller, bit stuffing the un-
allocated areas of memory, run time calibration, memory type 
etc. 
The remote labs find much application in industrial and edu-
cational institutions[4]. Its advantages over  conventional PC 
servers are explained below: 
1. Implementation on Embedded Web Server for the remote 
lab will provide advantages like cost effectiveness because the 
required hardware is cheaper when compared to using a PC 
server and software is built on open source utilities and API’s, 
the power required is very optimum since the system is run-
ning on minimum requirements and the dimension of equip-
ment are also smaller providing easy installation and main-
tenance 
2. Because the Embedded Web Server working with pure 
HTML and PHP instructions that opened the port is port 80 
only, so that the firewall is safe. 
3.Remote labs can be multiuser, so that at an instant multiple 
users can log onto to the system and through proper context 
switching all can access the system resources depending on 
processing speed of processor and the number of experimental 
module installed. 
4. Other telemetric activities like remotely programming or re-
programming based on the environment conditions pertaining 
to the remote location became challenging. This paper dis-
cusses and designs on such issues of remotely programming 
microcontrollers. 

Remote con-
trol  terminals 
 

TCP/IP 
 

Raspberrypi 
 

Arduino 
Uno 

 

sensors 
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4 SYSTEM HARDWARE 
4.1 RASPBERRY PI  
The Raspberry Pi is a single-board computers developed in 
the UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation with the intention of 
promoting the teaching of basic computer science. 

Figure 3. Daigram of Raspberry pi 

The original Raspberry Pi is based on the  Broad-
com BCM2835 system on a chip (SoC), which  includes 
an ARM1176JZF-700 MHz processor, VideoCore IV GPU, 
512Mb of RAM.  
The Foundation provides Debian and Arch Linux 
ARM distributions for downloads. Tools are available for Py-
thon as the main programming language 
 

4.2 Arduino Uno 
High Performance 8-Bit MCU 
RISC Architecture 
– 32 Registers 
– 2-Address Instructions 
– Single Cycle Execution 
Low Power 
 Large linear address spaces 
 Efficient C Language  Code Density  
 On-chip in-system programmable  memories 

  

4.3 Sensors 
The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature 
devices with an output voltage linearly proportional to the 
Centigrade temperature. The LM35 device has an advantage 
over linear  temperature sensors calibrated in Kelvin, as the 
user is not required to subtract a large constant voltage from 
the output to obtain convenient Centigrade . 
Humidity is the presence of water in air. The amount of water 
vapor in air can affect human comfort as well as many manu-
facturing processes in industries. The presence of water vapor 
also influences various physical, chemical, and biological 
processes.  Humidity measurement in industries is critical be-
cause it may affect the business cost of the product and the 
health and safety of the personnel. Hence, humidity sensing is 

very important, especially in the control systems for industrial 
processes and human comfort 

5SYSTEM SOFTEWARE  
Raspberry PI is configured as server which has the capability 
to program the Arduino using AVRDUDE installed on it. 
Raspberry PI is ported with raspbian jessie  OS based on Linux 
Kernel, Firmware of Raspberry PI controller is written in py-
thon. On the Client side a software application created using 
Labview which connects to the server and capable of transfer-
ring hex file to the server and Communication commands for 
certain actions of the server through TCP/IP Protocol. 
 

5.1 Features / Capability of the Server controlled via the 
Client: 

Entire project is based on command driven approach. 
1. Client can send Transmit command and server accepts the 
connection and gets ready to receive hex file, client transmits 
the hex file and once its succesfully  done socket connection is 
closed 
2. Client can send program command to the server and server 
Initiates the programming of Arduino using AVRDUDE which 
in turn uses concept of Bit Banging, converting GPIO lines of 
the raspberry PI in to SPI lines and programs the arduino us-
ing ICSP lines 
3. Client application is Event based which connects to the 
server only when transmit button click event happens or pro-
gram button click event happen. 
4. Number of Devices can be connected to the Raspberry PI 
but limited by the number of GPIO lines available on the PI 
 

5.2 Features of the Project 
1. Client is able to connect to the server on port 8888 with 
server IP details and instructs the server to program the Ar-
duino devices connected to it. 
2. Multiple clients can be connected to the server and Multiple 
devices can be programmed accordingly 
3. The communication is over the TCP/IP Protocol hence dis-
tance is not the limitation but for this project the server as well 
as the client has to be in the same network 
 

6ADVANTAGES[4] 
1.Low cost 
2.Minimum power required 
3.Easy to installation  
4.Easy to maintain  
5.Safe  
6.Remote lab can be multiuser  

 

7APPLICATIONS 
1.For industrial application  
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2.Educational institutions 
3.Home automations  

8CONCLUSION 
An embedded web server thereby reducing the implementa-
tion cost, power consumption, boot-up and runtime. Also  
show that the system designed realizes safe and convenient 
remote monitoring and local management of the environment 
in laboratories and has high availability, reliability and popu-
larization. 
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